MAYVILLE, N.Y. - A man accused of injecting at least nine young women with the AIDS virus was "some sort of scapegoat" who kept lists of the names of dozens of females he had sex with, authorities said Tuesday. Northeastern Williams last week gave New York City health officials a list of 50 to 75 names of women with whom he's had sexual contact, said Dr. Barbara DeBouzyn, State Health Commissioner.

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Jurors in the case of a British as pair accused of fatally shaking an 8-month-old infant in her care ended deliberations Tuesday night after five hours.

They'll continue their work Wednesday. Louise Woodward, 19, is charged with killing Matthew Eappen, purportedly in inspiration over the child's welfare and the demands of her job. Defense lawyer Barry Schick said the prosecution was "not even close" in proving that Woodward killed the child. But prosecutor Gerard Leone Jr. characterized the defense as a "high-priced theatrical production."

WASHINGTON - Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan says recent gyrations in the stock market could have long-term benefits for the U.S. economy by slowing growth to a more sustainable level. In congressional testimony Wednesday, Greenspan said even with the rebound in markets, consumers feel less wealthy, which will tend to dampen economic activity. That, he said, "should help to prolong our 17-year business expansion."

Hillary Rodham Clinton misses college freshman Chelsea "desperately," she says, but admits that it's "kind of fun to have a little time to yourself." Tuesday on Oprah Winfrey's TV show, the first lady, 50 on Sunday, chatted with Winfrey, 43, about aging. "One day you're reading along and then the next day you can't see what you could see before," Clinton said. "You think about a lot of that." She added, "a lot of women who are my friends really feel this burst of energy in their late 40s and early 50s. I've had more women come up to me kind of in a confidential way and say, 'It's really great. You're going to have being 50.' "Don't you think you look better than ever?" Winfrey enthused. "Well, Clinton said carefully, 'some days I look OK."' Really, I think you've found your phase," Winfrey insisted, to audience applause. "Think the hair, it's there. It's there."

WASHINGTON - President Clinton quietly welcomed Chinese President Jiang Zemin to the White House Tuesday night as Washington and Beijing sought to end 8 years of diplomatic estrangement. The leaders met to review the agenda for Wednesday's summit and are expected to announce an agreement by which China will reduce its exports of dangerous nuclear expertise. Jiang arrived amidst calls from protesters about Tibet and human rights, but he refused to answer the crowd's questions.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - The woman suing President Clinton for alleged sexual harassment wants to drop her claim that a state trooper's depiction of her as an eager mistress tarnished her reputation. Paula Jones filed a motion to amend her lawsuit Tuesday, less than two weeks after lawyers for trooper Danny Ferguson began questioning potential witnesses about her past. Ferguson allegedly set up a hotel room meeting in Little Rock between Jones and then-Gov. Clinton in May 1991, in which Clinton allegedly exposed himself and asked her for oral sex.

Thur97
I'm met fev. day. On Monday the Dow took its larxest one-day plunge ever by drop­ping 554 points. The rapid decline of the market was devastaling enou& to hoe the market shut down some fany minute early. The 554 points lost on Monday ac­counted for a los of 7.1% or $129 billion dollars in value.

On Tuesday, the market re­bounded by skyrocketing up 337 points. The surge recovered 4.7% of 7.1% loss on Monday or $103 of the $129 billion.

The rollercoaster ride broke both upward and downward records, proving stocks are becoming more and more volatile according to David Jones, chief economist of a New York investment firm. At first analyst and investors alike thought the drop was a long over due correction by the market. How­ever, as David Nadji, a financial planner said, "how can you call it a correction when it corrects one day and goes up again? It's very bad news."

Yet, not everyone agrees with Mr. Nadji statement. According to Abby Cohen of Goldman Sachs & Co., prices have fallen so far that people should start buying instead of selling. Her comments along with sev­eral other key players helped the market rebound on Tuesday.

Doug Cliggott of JP Morgan agrees with Cohen stating the econ­omic environment is still favor­able. Growth is good and inflation is low, meaning Monday's sell-off of stocks are a good buy for inves­tors. However, key players such as Oppenheimer and Merrill Lynch are stressing that stocks are headed for a downturn. According to Chuck Clough, chief investment strategist at Merrill Lynch, he views bonds to be more attractive than stocks be­cause of its volatility.

Clearly, not everyone agrees on a single strategy. Whether the mar­ket is still bullish will be deter­mined in the following weeks as small investors contemplate whether to buy or sell.

300 families well over 1000 people attended. "Family Traditions", this year's Parents and Family Weekend Celebration. The event was held last weekend.
Dear Editor,

This letter is written with the intention of informing the students and administration of the problems involving the department of public safety and the safety and security of the students.

Around the month of June, 1997, a set of master keys to hall 16 was found to be missing from the MASTER KEY BOX located in the Department of Public Safety. These keys will open every door in halls 14,15, and 16. This includes all student rooms. The keys have not been found as of this time.

Mr. George Coronado, Director of Public Safety, was made aware of this serious security issue as soon as the keys were noticed missing. He initiated an investigation but had no success in finding the keys. He kept this information within the department and did not inform anyone, including his superiors. Mr. Joe Michelbach was informed of this problem just a few weeks ago.

Mr. Coronado kept this information to himself, disregarding the security and safety of the entire Bryant community, in which he was hired to protect. He may tell you the locks were rekeyed, but they were not rotated. This means the same master keys will still operate every door in halls 14,15 and 16. No one knows who has the keys or where they are. Mr. Coronado allowed the students (freshmen and freshmen) to move into Bryant for classes knowing their safety and security were at risk. The person who has the keys can enter any room at anytime. While you are away or even in the worst case (while you think you are secure in your locked room) - while you are sleeping. This distresses me especially for the female students who may not have the strength to defend themselves from a violent attack.

There were incidents of theft of the most basic items and money over the summer after the keys were noticed missing. Mr. Coronado knew of these thefts and still did not make any attempts to inform anyone of these thefts. These thefts were taking place while the summer conferences were going on. The guests’ safety and security were also at risk, and he did nothing about it.

The students must be made aware of the serious breach of duty and take measures to protect themselves. The Trustees must be informed of this, too.

This is just one incident that is being let out. There are other areas of concern to the students and administration of the school.

If Mr. Coronado is concerned, I am sure he would like to explain why this incident was kept to himself for such a long time. He may tell you that a former Bryant DPS officer was recently arrested and was a thief of some of the keys.

This, in part, may be true. However, the former employee did have access to the lock shop and probably made master keys while employed there. The master keys to hall 15 and 16 are still missing. They may have been replaced, but nevertheless, the other keys are still out there.

You may also want to know that student workers who work for DPS have access to sensitive and confidential information regarding students and operating procedures of Bryant. They can retrieve information on many personal things that happen, such as rape, theft, public drunkenness, and any other thing that happens. This is why they were arrested. Mr. Coronado is the first administrative person to be arrested.

Again, Mr. Coronado will tell you the student have no access to PHI. The student workers who work for DPS have access to PHI - patient information.

I am just extending this information to you. I am not releasing my name in fear of retaliation from the powers that be. I am just concerned that these incidents happen very often and someone should address this with Mr. Coronado and the Board of Trustees.

I must say that I truly believe that Mr. Machley has not been informed of this serious incident. Mr. Coronado would not dare go to the President of Bryant and tell him how inept he really is. He will do everything in his powers to cover this up.

I could go on but I will stop here and sign off as:

A CONCERNED FRIEND OF BRYANT
NEWS

PUBLIC SAFETY

By Lauren Gular
Students For A Safer Campus

Towed Vehicle
10/20/97 - While a DPS Officer was patrolling the Campus, the Officer spotted a car illegally parked in the Resident Parking Lot. When DPS Dispatch ran a check on the car, outstanding fines were determined. An attempted to boot the vehicle was made, but body style and wheel design prevented it resulting in a tow.

Fire
10-20-97 - DPS received a call from an RA reporting a small smoking fire on the roof over the door to one of the Residence Halls. DPS officers arrived on the scene and found a trash can that was smoking from a cigarette butt. The fire was extinguished.

Alcohol Violation
10-21-97 - While on foot patrol, a DPS Officer encountered a student carrying alcohol into one of the Residence Halls. It was later determined that two of the three were minors. The alcohol was confiscated and destroyed. Charges have been filed with the College.

Informational
10/22/97 - A DPS Officer spotted a person distributing flyers for a beauty salon. This is unauthorized on college property, so the individual was escorted off campus.

Motor Vehicle Accident
10/23/97 - A minor Motor Vehicle accident was reported to DPS; the subject sustained no injuries. The result was just some minor property damage.

Harassing phone calls
2/23/97 - A student called DPS as a result of receiving harassing phone calls. The student was given a phone log to record any more calls that they receive. DPS is investigating this matter further.

Vandalism
10/27/97 - While responding to another call, a DPS officer noticed that the glass on the front door to one of the Residence Halls had been broken. DPS is further investigating this matter.

Etchings
10/24/97 - Several students called DPS to inform them of damage that had been done to the window of their room. Upon arrival the Officer noticed that the screen had been maliciously torn and that the subject was attempting to break in through the window. DPS is further investigating this matter.

Drug Violation
10/25/97 - A DPS officer noticed four subjects in the rear of the Kohler Center and a smell of Marijuna in the area. Officers investigated the area, a bag of Marijuna was found. Smithfield was notified and one student was arrested. The other three subjects were escorted off campus and letters of trespass will be sent.

Theft
10/25/97 - DPS officers were called to the information center at the Bryant Center for a report of a theft. The attendant reports that a suspect took two packs of cigarettes off the counter and left without paying. The student was identified and DPS is investigating.

Drug Violation
10/27/97 - DPS officers were called to one of the Residence halls by a RA reporting a strong smell of marijuana. Upon arrival DPS officers located the source of the smell. Drug paraphernalia and illegal substance was confiscated. Charges have been filed with the College.

Informational
10/26/97 - A student phoned DPS to inform them of a minor car accident. The owners decided to resolve the issue on their own.

Congratulations!
This is to congratulate the International Student Organization (ISO) for organizing the United Nations Festival that was held this past weekend. The informative booths ranging from Australia's wood carving display to India's colorful textiles. And the stage-based entertainment contributed further to the cheerful atmosphere. But most impressive was the courtesy and friendliness of the international students who hosted this event. The students not only served as ambassadors to their native countries but also to Bryant as a global community.

As a foreigner myself, I am pleased as punch that Bryant College is home to so many cultures and ethnic backgrounds, and I must extend a word of thanks to the ISO's Executive Board and the various sponsors who made this event possible.

Sincerely,
Dr. Joseph Bonnici

Added Course History of Africa

In the coming spring semester, a course in The History of Modern Africa (HIS 373) will be offered. This course will be taught by Dr. Joseph Bonnici. This class was inadvertently omitted from the registration packet and will be given on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11:00 a.m.

The course begins with a study of Africa and African culture in the present, and includes an examination of current political, economic, and social trends, as well as current events. Then the historical context is examined. Topics studied include human origins, ancient civilizations and cultures, the slave trade, colonialism, and African nationalism. Films and guest speakers will be utilized.

This course counts as credits in a General Liberal Arts elective for upperclassmen. For sophomores and freshmen, it counts as a course in either the Historical or the Cultural Mode of Thought. The Africa course is normally given every other year, therefore, it will not be available again until the spring of 2000.

For further information about HIS 373, contact Professor James Estey in Faculty Suite C or at 232-6235.

DPS CRIME PREVENTION TIPS

by Ginnie Bowry
Department of Public Safety (DPS)

WATCH THOSE HANDBAGS, BRIEFCASES, AND KEYS

- Never leave your handbag, briefcase, suitcase or other valuables unattended in common areas.
- Never carry large amounts of cash. If you must, do not let it be known.
- Always carry your purse clutched tightly in your hand or under arm.
- Never lay your purse on a counter while writing a check or performing other tasks. If your purse has long shoulder straps, don't let it swing around so it is actually carried on your back. Remember that a large purse is a large target for a purse snatcher.
- The smaller the purse the better.
- Lock valuables and cash in desks or other secure locations.
- Never leave an identification tag on your key ring.
- If your keys are lost or stolen, you could help a thief find your car and burglarize your office and/or home.

- Do not hide extra keys under the floor mat or under the hood of your vehicle.
- If you need to drop your vehicle off for repairs, don't leave your house key, apartment key or office key with the car key.

Call Ginnie Bowry, DPS crime prevention specialist, 232-6001, if you wish to borrow books, brochures, or videos on security or personal safety for men and women, or ask to have DPS give a safety/crime prevention presentation for you and your fellow students/staff.

Senate Supports Shuttles

Dear Editor,
Over the past few weeks I have seen several articles in The Archway questioning the Greek behavior at Bryant. Some articles have had the Greeks do more than their fair share on campus, while others have said they should be bailed. This letter is not intended to take a side, rather to shed light on an activity that they currently sponsor. During a recent round table meeting, the sisters of Delta Zeta asked if the other chapters would be interested in helping them sponsor their shuttle service that runs from Bryant to Parente's and Touch of Class on Thursday nights. As one of the Senate liaisons to round table discussions (Tim Bertrand being the other) I informed them that not everyone on this campus agreed with their philosophy that transporting students to those establishments on a school night was a good one, and went on to say that I would bring this issue up at the next Senate meeting. That Wednesday at the Senate meeting I asked for my colleagues support on this issue and I passed a motion that read more or less as follows: The Bryant College Student Senate supports the shuttle service currently sponsored by the Greek community and will show our support via The Archway. Basically this means the Student Senate supports this endeavor.

This letter was not to imply that organizations need the Senate's support for everything that they might want to do, rather it was meant as a means of support for a group of students who seem like they are constantly bashed in The Archway.

Thank you for taking the time to communicate your problems with the Senate. If more organizations would communicate not only with the Senate, but with each other, I think this campus would be more productive.

Sincerely,
Bob Fresolia, Sophomore Senator & The Bryant College Student Senate

If you or your group has an issue/problem on campus please do not hesitate to come to our meetings, 4 o'clock in Patton every Wednesday.

If you or your group has an issue/problem on campus please do not hesitate to come to our meetings, 4 o'clock in Patton every Wednesday.

If you or your group has an issue/problem on campus please do not hesitate to come to our meetings, 4 o'clock in Patton every Wednesday.
United Nations Festival
Geoffrey Tofth
Archway Staff Writer

Despite all the bad weather this weekend, Parents Weekend was a still a great success. There were many activities for are parents to attend that were very informing, educating and entertaining. From 10 till 4 on Saturday in the gym UN Day was held. It was one big Unity day in one. Our gym was filled with several countries showing their culture and heritage. Also some clubs were in attendance. One particular club was Amnesty International, which showed our parents and guests what they stand for and promotes. Some of the countries that were represented were: Australia, Spain, Sweden, Korea, Lebanon, China, Malaysia, India and Japan.

Our students, who did an excellent job, in presenting their heritage, ran these countries. The tables were alive with all kinds of information about their culture and country. This was an excellent opportunity for our parents and parents to learn something about a culture that they probably knew little about. All throughout the day there were skits performed by the various countries. One skit that was very impressive to the audience was the Russian dancer, who made the gym come alive with their dances and music. These skits were not performed by our students but by children from the area. These children were very proud to represent their country and to show people how they will not forget their heritage.

While you were watching the show and walking around the tables, you could have tasted on some different ethnic faces from the various countries. The buffet added flavor to the day and added to the delight of being in the gym.

UN day had a positive impact on the weekend in general. Everyone who attended the event was extremely impressed. They thought the event brought new meaning to the word culture and heritage. Our guests were glad to see all our different cultures in our community come together as one. This added to a new theme or idea that has been popping up everywhere on campus which is to "promote Diversity" among our community.

If you missed UN Day, you really missed out on lot of fun and entertainment. Hopefully next year there will be another UN day and it will be even larger. Next year maybe even more countries will be represented.

Women’s Soccer
Bryant Vs. AIC

Saturday November 1st
1 PM

A fun time was had by all at the Greek Life Halloween Party held on Sunday.

ARMY ROTC CORNER
SFC Brad O. Stobb

Many students have approached me lately and to inquire about what ROTC can do for them. Army ROTC is an instructional development program that prepares young men and women to become commissioned officers in the Army Reserve, Army ROTC at Bryant College offers challenging officer development programs in the country. Army ROTC offers leadership, professionalism, confidence, and physical fitness skills which are needed in the Army Reserve, Army National Guard, or the Active Army. Army ROTC is one of the most professional and challenging programs in the country. We prepare you will be more impressive in the after commodity. Numerous agen-
ties have to offer. If you are interested in LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT, go to the Army ROTC office and get your application.

LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLE OF THE WEEK:
Keep your subordinates informed.

Subordinates do best when they know why they are doing something. Individual soldiers have changed the outcome of battle using initiative in the absence of orders. Keeping your subordinates informed helps them make decisions and execute plans within your intent, encourages initiative, improves teamwork, and enhances morale. Your subordinates look to you for logic in your orders and question things that do not make sense. They expect you to keep them informed and, when possible, explain reasons for your orders.

ARMY ROTC, The Smartest College Course You Can Take.
The Northern Rhode Island Special Olympics at Bryant College

Last year on May 3, 1997, Bryant's campus was transformed into a place where dreams could come true for six hundred athletes, their families, coaches, and our volunteers. The track and surrounding fields were filled with the sounds of excitement in anticipation for the Games Day to begin. President MacJlney began the day with an inspirational speech about reaching for your goals. The athletes warmed up by dancing with our volunteers, and the torch was run by an energetic athlete being supported by the Men's Rugby Team. Everyone looked to the sky in awe to watch a fellow Bryant student jump out of a plane and land on the center of the track.

The Games Day was declared officially opened.

The roar of the crowd, the determination of the athletes to go for the Gold Medal, and the enthusiasm of four hundred Bryant volunteers dedicated to helping each athlete forget about their handicaps lasted throughout the day. It was a success, and everyone was overwhelmed with joy and a feeling of great accomplishment. This was a day that would never be forgotten by all those people who were involved.

Those volunteers now share the same belief as the athletes who participated in this grand event. They believe in the Special Olympics Oath: "Let me win. But if I can not win, let me be brave in the attempt."

I urge you to join with those special athletes and fellow Bryant students who have shared their dreams. Be part of the Games Management Team and help build a brighter future for many special athletes.

Applications for Core Directors are still available in the Senate Office. Applications for Chair People will not be made available until the middle of November. If you want to get involved or have questions, you can call either Lauren at x8360 or Jill at x8167.

On behalf of the Games Management Team, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the members of the Bryant Community who helped make the 1997 Northern Rhode Island Special Olympics a success.

It was a day to demonstrate all the hard work, time, and effort that was spent preparing for the games. The Games Management Team is proud to be able to give the athletes a day filled with entertainment, athleticism, and inspiration. An event of this caliber takes many months of planning, organizing and dedication. I thank, in particular, the Student Senate, Dr. Larry Lowe, Dr. Keith Murray, Dr. Richard Smith, Mrs. Susan Dent-Souze, Parente's Restaurant, the Men's Rugby Team, the Men and Women's Basketball Teams, the Karate Club, and the Volleyball Team.

I thank everyone who volunteered their efforts to help make this day a success. I look forward to seeing the Bryant Community work together once again to help make an even better Games Day for our athletes.

Sincerely,
Lauren Gular
Director, Northern Rhode Island Special Olympics

One of the younger athletes enjoys the entertainment of Olympic town.

A proud athlete shoes off his gold medal.

CHAPLAIN'S CORNER

Rev. Thomas Trepanier
Catholic Chaplain

Parents' Weekend brought together 300 worshipers to the Masses last Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon. A feeling of reverence and friendliness permeated our gatherings. Special thanks to our lay readers and musicians, sound engineers, and piano movers for their much-appreciated help.

Seven places are being reserved for Bryant students to attend an inter-collegiate one-day retreat on Saturday, November 8, from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Catholic Center at URI, for the bargain price of $5.00! Interested students may contact the Campus Ministry Office at 232-6045.

Spiritual growth and development requires continuous practice, intense study, and reflection. In an effort to foster these attributes, Mass will be celebrated on Tuesdays and Thursdays (12:05-12:20 p.m.) in the chapel at the Bryant Center. These occasions for prayer and meditation are in addition to our regular Sunday evening Mass at 5 p.m. in Room 2AAB. Everyone is invited to attend these services.

In addition, volunteers are needed to prepare for these three weekly Masses. We need readers, Ministers of the Eucharist, musicians, hospitality people, and sacristans (those who prepare the altar table).

Finally, planning activities for our Newman Club is continuing. This Wednesday's (October 29) meeting should produce some results.

On a liturgical note, the month of November is dedicated to remembrance of our beloved dead. Special emphasis upon this theme is contained in the prayers for All Saints' Day (November 1) and All Souls' Day to be observed this Sunday, November 2. The Catholic Biblical text, emphasizing the goodness of praying for the dead, is found in the Hebrew Scriptures (Old Testament) in the Second Book of Maccabees 12:38-45.

The Catholic Chaplain is normally on campus on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons from just before noon until 4:30 p.m. Appointments to visit with Father Trepanier may be made by calling Maureen (the secretary in the Campus Ministry/Counseling Office) at 232-6045, or through Father Tom himself (same number).

Admit it. You could use some help.

Come to the Learning Center and Writing Center to get the help you need to be successful!

The Learning Center provides:
✓ Testing support for core standards
✓ An Academic Skills Specialist to help students develop their study skills
✓ A Learning Specialist to help students with learning disabilities
✓ A multi-disciplinary reference library including study skills handbook

Call x5746 to schedule an appointment!
Hall 6, 3rd Floor

The Writing Center provides:
✓ Personalized one-on-one consultations for papers in any course
✓ Writing specialists to work with students individually or in groups
✓ Workshops to help students become more effective writers

Call x5657 to schedule an appointment!
Hall 4, 4th Floor

ALL SERVICES ARE FREE!
Trends, Options & Alumni Connections in... C.I.S.

Tuesday, November 4 @ 3:30 pm in MRC Lecture Hall

Everything you need to know about C.I.S. to be successful!

Options and trends within the C.I.S. industry, labor market information, salary and job offer information, samples of positions landed by the Class of '97 and C.I.S. companies on campus this year.

Get your network started !!!! Come meet:

Matt Sylvester, '93, Distribution Systems Programmer/Analyst, American Power Conversion
Wendy Smith, '96, (Formerly Project Manager at Digital), Account Executive, RHIL Consulting

Program is applicable for all C.I.S. majors and students considering C.I.S.

Classifieds


Spring Break '98 Sell Trips. Earn Cash & Be Free!!! Student Travel Services is now hiring campus rep/group organizers. Lowest rates to Jamaica, Mexico & Florida. Call 1-800-648-4849.

BARTENDING CLASS TIPS N.A.T.I. CERTIFICATION. Northeast Learning. Saturday Classes. When October 25 and November 1

A-Mic-s Gourmet Balloon Basket

For Halloween, Thanksgiving & Christmas $25 a basket which includes gifts, perfume or cologne. Call anytime (401) 353-9205. We're open 24 hrs a day. 7 days a week. Receive $5 off with this coupon. Free Delivery. Expires December 10, 1997

A-Mic-s Gourmet Balloon Basket
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# ANNOUNCEMENTS

**NEW Pizzas!!!**  
**NEW Sandwiches!!!**  
**NEW Desserts!!!**  
**NEW Coupons!!!**  

**CD Jukebox!!!**  
**Pinball Machine!!!**  
**Playing Cards!!!**  
**Board Games!!!**  
**FREE Newspapers!!!**

---

### THE JUNCTION

**Saturday, November 1**

10 PM - 1 AM

Art Steel

**‘I’ll drink to that’**

Open seven days a week ( Yup, Sunday through Saturday) from 5 pm - 2 am. Located in the townhouse area. Of course, we deliver! Call 233-8981.

| PIZZA SODA DEAL!!  
| 1 MEDIUM 12"  
| 1-TOPPING PIZZA & 2 COKES  
| ONLY $6.00 |

| SUPER SUB DEAL!!  
| OVERSTUFFED SANDWICH  
| 1/2 LB OF FRIES & DRINK  
| ONLY $5.75 |

| BRYANT'S BEST 233-8981 |

| BUCKET O' WINGS!!  
| 30 WINGS MILD OR HOT  
| ONLY $9.99 |

| BRYANT'S BEST 233-8981 |

---

**TONY JARVIS**

“Acoustic Soul Music”

**Tuesday, November 4th**

**Janikies Auditorium @ 8:00 PM**

**FREE Admission**

Tony plays what he calls “Acoustic Soul Music,” a unique blend of funk, blues, and folk that adds up to a soulful, intelligent, sensitive and inspirational sound. At one of his shows, you might hear anything from Tony’s powerful originals to covers of Bob Marley, Seal, Smashing Pumpkins or even a funkied up version of the disco classic ‘Ladies Night.’ His strong voice, ace string-bending and powerful stage presence have the press struggling to compare this unique artist to everyone from John Hiatt to Taj Mahal: “Mixing the passion and sweet voice of Babyface with the early musical genius of Prince.” He has also been called a “master song writer” and is noted for his “wit, warmth, and catchy melodies.” Jarvis is currently being courted by several major labels, including a deal with mega-label Capital Records. Isn’t that reason enough to come and check out the show? Thought so.
ROVING REPORTER

Question of the Week: How did you feel about Parents Weekend?

"I had a good time, but it was too bad that it rained." -Jamie Giglio 1998

"I did absolutely nothing. My parents don't love me." -Kevin Tameta 1998

"It was great to see my folks." -Bob Weddleton 1999

"I don't know. I went home." -Mario Bartucca 2001

"Good, but my parents came on Sunday, so the weekend was a little boring at first." -Betsy Tezis 2001

"Pretty good." - Kevin Eaton 2001
Delta Chi
by Joel Gardosik
Backagain. Sorry about last week to all my fans. But hey, now that I’ve staggered in from the weekend its time once again to get started. First off, congratulations to all of our new pledges: Bros. Drew, Andy, Al, Aaron, Nate, Brett, C. L., Greg, Andrew, and Ben. In sports, ‘A’ football is doing... well...thankfully its almost over anyway. Enough said. In other news while we were left behind Knuckles had a good time over the weekend. Thanks to Mattie and Kennedy for the present Saturday night. Kennedy, your cable is already on its way. Spazle got discovered elsewhere. However, I also made a trip to Arizona State. Scappy got a visit from Freddy over the weekend. While UMass JoBu converted religious. Goose has a new wrestling move; The flying Budda, Scooter is now taking applications for one on one “Mad Cobra” night classes. His resume already consists of at least one known graduate. A second graduate has not yet been confirmed, but I don’t think it is mere coincidence that Walter’s favorite hand is White Snake.

Tip of the Week: Make sure you are one of the first 16 to tip off by the weekend.

Quote of the Week: “Are You Serious?” -Seinse

Delta Zeta
by Sandi DeGruccittorio
Hello! Hope everyone had a great parent’s weekend. Vegas entertained while I made a fool of myself!! Friday night was a scream for Mattie, Kenedy, Reece, Pepper, Monroe, Darbi, and Mercedez. Remember to check your trunk-Billy Blue might get you thanks! Thanks to everyone (especially Kenedy) who entertained my sister and I over the weekend. Nikili Meridian would like to say sorry for the furniture outburst on Saturday. Sorry if I scared you all. Silvia would like to thank Nicole for the Buddy System, so don’t have to wear snowsuits to the pool!! Kenedy, Thanks for staying the weekend! See what a good time it is? We had a happy birthday go out to Nikili and one more going out to Kenedy. October is a month of birthdays and Nikili popped out another one for us. Val’s of muffin of a nephew is celebrated his big 3rd birthday!! That’s all for this week. Happy holidays everyone and we’ll see you this weekend...some of us are adding some SPICE to Halloween!! CHECK YA LATER!!

Karate Club
by Brandon Lee
Thanks to all who came out to support our Demo on Saturday. It was a great success! We hope you enjoyed the time you spent with your family and friends.

We will be having a beginners class for those who are interested in joining the club on Tuesday November 4th from 6-7:00 p.m. in the aerobics room at the Jarvis. The beginners class will be an informational class. We meet Monday, Tuesday and Thursdays from 6-7:00 p.m. Come check it out!! NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

Everyone should start to prepare for the upcoming belt test. We are only for that you who did at the end of November. Please see the advanced members if you have any questions about what you need to know for the test. Try to make as many classes as possible so you will be prepared for testing.

MSU
by Mark Shiffen
How is everyone doing? First of all I would like to thank everyone for making Spanish Unity Day and the Halloween Party a success. Our upcoming events in the next couple weeks are European Unity Day and the Ki 106 Party. If you are interested in helping out or seeing what MSU is all about the meetings are held in room 252 from 5 to 6 every Tuesday. If you are interested you can submit poetry, articles, essays, pictures, and editorials to Cultural Flavor which is a monthly magazine put out by the Archway.

The Bryant Players
by Kelli Young
Hello Everyone! To start, let us all take the time to do a dance of joy...the play is over! Hooray! Now that we got that out of our system...the play was a big success. We had large audiences with lots of pep (that always helps!) I think, by far, our best performance and most comical was the Saturday afternoon. We had them rolling in the aisles! However refrained from doing any ad-libbing (for those of you who remember Mr. A’S*H, you remember the whole “S for... incident!”), but those of you who did, it was like butter. In my book, Tamir gets the ad-libbing award. Well, just when you think it’s over, it starts up again. Auditions are next week for the Dessert Theater play (we don’t exactly know WHAT plays we’re doing, but we do know auditions are next week!) Director will be Jen Warren and Ken Blankenship. I would like to take this time to thank all the alumni for coming to the play this weekend. It was a very nice seeing all of them, even though they will never be able to come back to a cast party ever again. It looks like the guys in Dorm 6 will be going without shaving for a while, at least until one of them can get to a store to buy some shaving cream. Hey, do you think we can convince Ernie to try out for the next play? We’d love to have him!!

And on that note, I leave you... Overheard, “It was supposed to be recording something”... “You were drooling, weren’t you?” “Lieutenant, be nice.”

Student Alumni Association
by Kerry Ann Smith
I hope everyone had an enjoyable Parents and Family Weekend. SAA held our First Cow Chip Raffle, which proved very successful. The money that was raised is being donated to the Northern Rhode Island Special Olympics. Congratulations to everyone on this committee for making this event possible.

Survival Kit flyers went out last week; so hopefully we will get another good response. Candy and Carnations for Halloween are now on sale, so look out for tables in the Bryant Center and at Salammon. The Festival of Lights, Adopt-A-Highway, Toy Drive, and New Eyex for the Needy committees are working exceptionally hard. If anyone is interested in assisting them, your contributions will be greatly appreciated. I urge anyone who has not joined a committee to do so.

The Leadership Retreat is this weekend. This event is a great opportunity to enhance your leadership skills and meet many new people. I hope to see everyone there. Enjoy your weekend.

SPB
by Anthony Strong
SPB Parliamentarian
Get out of the fog and into SPB! This was the theme at our Halloween meeting on Monday. For those who did not attend, we filled the room with fog and had Halloween decorations everywhere. Of course with Halloween, comes candy and it found its way into a plushie. Poor Steve, he must of wore himself out trying to break it. What was twenty swings Steve?

We would like to thank President Macalphy for attending our meeting and speaking about the Mighty Bostones Concert. This concert was probably the biggest event we have ever had on this campus now that is something to be proud about. Congratulations to our new voting members Michelle, John, Christine, Kimberly, and Donna. Another congratulations go out to Kyle T. Kadish, who recently became our new Trips and Attractions Co-Chair.

Look for another big event coming November 14. Kicking off Fall Weekend will be Paula Poundstone performing in the MAC. For those who do not recognize the name, she is a stand up comic on HBO. General Admission for this event will be $10.

Don’t forget to buy your tickets for the Fall Weekend Semi-Formal “Enchantment on the Sea”, The Semi-Formal Cruise will be from 10 p.m.-2 a.m. on November 15.

This weekend:
Movie: “Jurassic Park: The Lost World”
Coming Attractions!
Fall Weekend Paula Poundstone Semi-Formal Cruise Movie: “Face Off” For more information on events please call SPB at X6118

Sigma Sigma Sigma
by Ivy May Kusler
Hi everyone! I hope you all had a great Parent’s Weekend! I think this past one was our most successful one yet. We all had a great time! Especially when we broke out the trip ey cup games. Me, my father will not rest until he beats your father. He blames me but I both know it was him. Wright’s Chicken Farm and Parent’s will never be the same. Christie and I were fearing for our lives a bit. Those of you who know what happened at Parent’s might agree with the old saying, “the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree”. I’ve never been that had there though. I know we’re not the most coordinated sorority but I think having three sisters on catchers at the same time is a bit much. I might have to take responsibility for a couple of those though due to my purchases for Friday night. Thanks KT for a good time by the way. The boxes were a good idea just not the way in which we consumed them. Jamie and Karen, Dana and I still say it’s 7 to 0! I’m pretty upset that I was the first to give up though. Russell, don’t think we forgot about what you have hiding in your room.

It’s now time for the random spots taken over during the duration of the week. Hey guys, I’m out like the wind and I’ll see you sometime! Hey Houdini! Christie, let’s make a trip to the goody cabinet. Wilson, you owe me $10 -Ann! Ang, I think Ericka scolding you Ericka’s mom is now an honorary Sigma
Longo, Christie is sorry about dragging you to G-block but it would have been a long walk back without you. Steph and Skvis were being anti-social listening to "old School". Christie, did the room spin or was it me? Gina, what's the real story with the Poison Ivy? Steve-o, we have to go back to Cassarino's! Nader, what were we talking about... things are getting a bit too comfortable JK.

Well we are all looking forward to a great weekend! I expect to see some good costumes! I hope everyone gets into the spirit and has a great time! Quote of the week: "The scarf is key!" Have a good one! Check ya later Ivy May, AKA Ivy Kooler!

WJMF

Chris Grogan

You know what I have never been able to figure out, how come during Halloween whenever kids yell out "Trick or Treat!" they always get a treat, but never tricked? Other than the time some lady slipped a pencil instead of a candy bar into my foot bag when I was a kid, I have never been tricked, I have always gotten a treat. I think I still have that pencil.

Well, at WJMF, where the trick is always to give listeners the treat only if they beg first, plenty has happened in the past week. In last week's Archway, the WJMF show schedules were on display. If you haven't thrown it away yet, at least cut out the schedules. You knew what we will be playing. Guess what time I'm on? Check out the schedule to see if Hooked-on-Ponics has worked for you. If you have already thrown the latest issue away, here it is again by day and musical genre (time in parentheses):

- Sunday - Gospel (A.M.), Techno, Alternative/Specialty Shows (P.M.)
- Monday - Alternative (A.M.), Alternative/Metal (P.M.), Punk/Ska all evening
- Tuesday - Talk (A.M.), Techno (12-4 P.M.), Country (4-8 P.M.), Folk (8-2 A.M.)
- Wednesday - Classic Rock (A.M.), Hip-Hop rest of day.
- Thursday - All Metal
- Friday - All Hip-Hop
- Saturday - Suicide Saturday (all hip-hop)

The other big happening for WJMF was the Craft Fair. As usual it was a big success, so successful we ran it until 5 PM instead of 4 (who says Daylight Savings Time begins at 2 AM). Next year we might make it the Puff Daddy Fair, it will be a Puff Daddy themed...oops, that was a private joke that participated and bought stuff at the Craft Fair. Although the Craft Fair was a hit, not everything went well for us this past week. Last Suicidal Saturday, we had to go off the air for an hour due to some equipment problems that needed to be fixed. It wasn't exactly fixed, but we are broadcasting anyway. If you hear several seconds of dead air, chances are something else within the station broke. We apologize for any discomfort this may cause.

Anyways, that will be all for this week. There is probably more stuff to mention but my crack dealer will be here at any minute. So keep it locked to 88.7 WJMF, where the hits pack more Spice than the Girls.

Quote of the Week: "Drive me far away/I don't care where just far away." Deftones

Women's Rugby

Sarah Couture and Kim Noyes

Hey Ruggers! We hope everyone is having a great week. Thanks to those who ventured out on Parent's Weekend to see our game in the horrible weather. Despite the weather, we totally dominated the game and won 30-0. We'll talk 'til Thursday Central CT! We can't wait to see your new team. Congratulations to those who scored tries, especially the new miffins women. We would also like to congratulate the guys team for an awesome game on Saturday afternoon.

Nice job boys!

We would like to thank K' for a good time on Saturday night. Everyone had fun getting down to the school dances. Dancing boy got held of the boot this time. Good job, we're impressed! Mary- we know you are going to find Juan and show him a thing or two.

That's all for this week, but we leave you with a question to ponder: "Same-Which is sexier, the strength or the speed?"

Sorry that you were the one to find out.

SEX, LIES, AND STEREOTYPES!

LISTEN... to what others think
SPEAK OUT... let your voice be heard

LEARN... about the DIVERSITY at
Bryant College.

Come join this controversial discussion!!

November 3rd, 7:30pm
in the Lobby of Hall 14
Refreshments will be served!!

Women's Soccer

Bryant Vs. AIC

Saturday November 1st

1 PM

POSITION AVAILABLE

Do you have strong leadership and interpersonal skills?

Do you have the desire to make a difference in the lives of others?

Do you wish to gain valuable experience that will assist you in your future employment?

The Office of Residence Life has a Resident Assistant position available beginning January 1998. The position must be filled by a male and is in an upper class Residence Hall.

Applications are available in the Office of Residence Life. The Closing Date for applications is November 7, 1997. Any questions regarding this process may be directed to Julie Leslaur, Assistant Director of Residence Life.
1998 SHADOW PROGRAM
during winter break!
Visit a graduate for a day at their worksite or conduct an informational interview through e-mail or 800 number to gather facts about a profession you are curious about.
Alumni are responding now and the list of opportunities will be available on November 3. To participate, attend one of the following sessions:

- Tues. November 4 4:30 pm Rm 278
- Wed. November 5 3:30 PM Rm 278

Sample Opportunities:
- ABRY Broadcast Partners inc.
- Boston Scientific Corporation
- Fleet Bank
- MCA Music Publishing
- People Magazine
- Price Waterhouse LLP
- Quadrant Software
- Texas Instruments, Inc.
- Travelers Property Casualty Corp.
- US Tennis Office

1998 SPRING, SUMMER, FALL INTERNSHIP GUIDEBOOK now available!
All students who have attended the Spring '97 Orientation to Internship Program may pick up a copy of the GUIDEBOOK at the Internship Desk. The GUIDEBOOK contains the policies, procedures and deadlines to follow when seeking an internship during the 1998 academic year.

1998 Internship Program
Sophomores and Juniors who wish to secure an internship this Spring, Summer or Fall must attend one of the following sessions:

- Thurs. November 6 9:30 am Rm 278
- Wed. November 12 3:30 pm Rm 278

The session will provide you with the requirements needed, procedures to follow and the resources available to secure an internship that will provide experience in a career field of interest!

CAREER FAIR
LOAN OFFICERS
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
ASST. LOAN OFFICERS
ASST. ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
Wednesday, November 5, 1997 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Advanced Financial Services • 25 Enterprise Center • Newport, RI
(401) 846-3100 • 1-800-333-3004
Talk to Hiring Managers • Enjoy Refreshments
We seek highly motivated individuals who recognize that the whole is more than the sum of its parts. Our success in business is directly attributable to the quality of our team. Among the most successful of the 12 teams we have added in 1997 are graduates of Bryant College, Salve Regina University, and Providence College. The midlife growth has led to over two dozen internal promotions this year alone! Professionals with several years sales experience can expect to earn well over $50,000 in their first year. Self-starting college graduates with a passion for success can expect to earn well over $30,000 in their first year.

If you have a history of winning and recognize that professional success is an accident, we would like to showcase our corporate headquarters for you. Meet the teammates that have propelled AFS, a 14 year old national financial services firm, to becoming the finest in our industry.

Comprehensive benefits package includes:
- Generous Flex of Corp Policy
- Sales Incentives
- Automobile Allowance
- Commission Bonuses
- Group Life Insurance
- Vacation
- Health

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

CANT MAKE IT TO OUR CAREER FAIR?
Fax your resume to (401) 851-5524, or mail to: AFS, Corporate Recruiter, 25 Enterprise Center, Newport, RI 02842; recruiter@afsinc.net

Women's Soccer
Bryant Vs. AIC
Saturday November 1st
1 PM
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Don’t be left slurping your soup.

There are only a few slots left. Hurry in to Career Services asap!

“Managing Your Manners: The Business Luncheon”

Wednesday, November 11
Heritage Dining Room @ 5:00pm

See Michelle in Career Services to reserve your spot. There is an $18.00 registration fee for this program.

What shoes would you wear if you were to join the battle against child abuse?

We suggest these

Rhode Island Committee to Prevent Child Abuse

SIXTH ANNUAL BOWL-A-THON

Sunday, November 2
10:30-12:30 or 12:30-2:30

AMF Cranston Bowl
1450 Elmwood Ave, Cranston, RI

Please join us

Individuals, groups and bowling leagues are all welcome.

To register or for more information call RI-CPCA
401-728-7920

MDA Muscular Dystrophy Association
1-800-572-1717

Life . . . Liberty . . . Happiness

Every American is entitled to the same basic rights and freedoms. And MDA makes these rights into realities for people with neuromuscular diseases.

The medical care and essential equipment that MDA offers guarantee my most basic rights by helping me to stay alive. MDA’s assistance also offers me freedom to work and pursue my interests. And that makes me happy.

Thanks to MDA, I can make use of all my rights and all my abilities.
NBA Preview

By Dan Tier

Here it is everything about the NBA you want to know. Actually it is everything we thought you should know. Predictions, thoughts, rankings, etc. Enjoy back and enjoy the new season.

Okay, first thing we’ll tell you is this year should be more exciting than last year because the three point line has been moved back to its original spot. That means the floor is opened up and there will be more scoring and more scoring. More chances for scoring and more chances for dunks.

That is not bad for starters, but you want to know the good stuff right? Well you might as well put championship trophy in Chicago’s hands now and have everybody else play for first loser. It is that simple. The Bulls are still the best because they still have Michael Jordan. So he gets another ring. That’s all. The others will just better. than everyone in this league.

So if Chicago has the trophy, who will win championship? The East looks like the Bulls, the Knicks, and the Magic. The West looks like a dog fight. With five teams able to challenge the Bulls, the Sonics, Lakers, Jazz, Rockets, and Spurs should make it interesting, but watch out for darkhorse Phoenix.

Lakers and Sacramento should have an epic battle for the worst record in the league. However, do not be surprised if Golden State or Boston slips in there as the worst.

So who will win the awards? Since Scottie Pippen and Toni Kukoc are hurt, and Dennis Rodman is still a character, I think one of those Allen Iverson cases where a player loads up his stats because his team stinks. That is going to happen this year in Boston with Chauncy Billups. Gary Payton should bring home the Defensive Player of the Year with his aggressive defense.

Team Capsules (In order of predicted standings)

1. Chicago Bulls - Well they have the best player in the world, the best rebounder, the best team defense, and a strong bench. This is the NBA with no one else that would mail the championship to Chicago right now to save time.

2. San Antonio Spurs - This team was going to win at least 55 games anyway this year, but with the addition of Tim Duncan the Spurs will be the strongest team in the very strong West. David Robinson is healed and so is Sean Elliott so the Spurs should return to form.

3. Los Angeles Lakers - The Lakers probably have the most talent in the league, but the problem here is chemistry. Can Nick Van Exel suppress his ego long enough to work with head coach Del Harris? Will Shaquille O’Neal learn to play the grind? This team will only go as far as those two take them.

4. Seattle Supersonics - So they lost Shawn Kemp, who cared? Kemp is not what made this team. The Sonics were built on intense defense and that is what they will bring to the table this year. Add Allen Star Vin Baker to the mix and the Sonics should make another run at the Finals.

5. Miami Heat - The Heat’s game is built around solid physical play that punishes teams. Although they did not pick up anyone over the summer, the Heat still has All-NBA guard Tim Hardaway leading the charge. And when Alonzo Mourning comes back the Heat will challenge the Bulls.

6. Utah Jazz - The Jazz are getting old and this may be their last run. Karl Malone and John Stockton have to play like a MVP again if the Jazz are to have a chance. And that may be hard considering John Stockton is injured, Howard Eisley will be a suitable replacement. However, the Jazz needs Stockton back ready for the playoffs though.

7. New York Knicks - The old three of Houston should be good enough to get this team to the playoffs, but beyond that the Rockets are a mystery. If they are forced to go through a brutal season, the lack of young legs could hurt this team if they try to go deep into the playoffs.

8. New York Knicks - The Knicks still have Patrick Ewing, but that is about it. This team has looked very bad and slow during the preseason. Unless Allan Houston or Chris Childs steps up, the Knicks might not make it past the second round of the playoffs.

9. Charlotte Hornets - The Hornets were a surprise last year and should not be overlooked this year. They went on and added David Wesley at point guard and should give many teams a shock this season.

10. Detroit Pistons - The Pistons are also one of those teams that cannot be overlooked this year. This team has Swingman Grant Hill, Lindsey Hunter, and Joe Dumars running the show. But the lack of a big man will show up in the playoffs when they can’t go inside.

11. Phoenix Suns - The Suns are going to be the scariest team in the league this year. Not only will they be loaded at teams with Jason Kidd and Kevin Johnson in the backcourt; the Suns will also have Antonio McDyess and Cliff Robinson at forward to terrorize opponents. Not to mention Danny Manning coming off the bench. A lack of a shooter may hurt the Suns though.

12. Atlanta Hawks - This team went through very little changes in the offfseason, so expect them to finish where they were last season. Mookie Blaylock is one of the most underrated point guards in the game and Christian Laettner has finally started to earn his paycheck, so the Hawks should be good enough to return to the playoffs.

13. Portland Trailblazers - The Blazers should also be one of the scarier teams in the league this season. A lineup of Rasheed Wallace, JR Rider, and Kenny Anderson should force teams to into bad situations. The only problems is if the Blazers can stay out of jail long enough to get to the games.

14. Washington Wizards - The Wizards, formerly known as the Bullets, have all the tools to be a very good team except experience. A front line of Juwan Howard and Chris Webber coupled with Rod Strickland at point should be a force. The Wizards should be strong if the injury bug does not get to them.

15. Milwaukee Bucks - The Bucks may have lost Vin Baker, but they also lost the Black Hole Of offense as well. The addition of Terrill Brandon should help Ray Allen’s game. Glenn Robinson will give you the usual point and Ervin Johnson is a suitable center.

16. Orlando Magic - The Magic have fallen and fallen badly since the departure of Shaq and it gets worst this year. Unless Penny Hardaway can pull some kind of Jackie Moon performance then the Magic will be hard pressed to make the playoffs.

17. Indiana Pacers - The Pacers bring new uniforms and a new coach to the table, but it should be the same old story. Larry Bird may have been a great player, but unless the Pacers play like his Celtics, Larry Legend will not be a great coach.

18. Minnesota Timberwolves - The Wolves paid over 120 million to their third best player this season and will have to pay more than that on the court. Kevin Garnett is not what makes this team run, but instead it is Tom Gugliotta and Stephen Marbury who run the show. The problem is that this team lacks a big man and that will hurt come playoff time.

19. New Jersey Nets - The Nets could be one of those sleeper teams that might sneak into the playoffs. The addition of Keith Van Horn will help, but lack of a point guard will hurt their chances towards the playoffs.

20. Los Angeles Clippers - The Clippers have a lot of strong players that no one has heard of. Thats is the problem. This team doesn’t have a go to guy in crunch time and it will show when they are sitting at home during the playoffs.

21. Toronto Raptors - The one thing this team doesn’t lack in confidence. A playoff visit in not out of the question, but they will need solid performances from Marcus Camby and Damon Stoudmire every night to win.

22. Denver Nuggets - The Nuggets will be one of the youngest teams in the league and it will show early on. However this team is loaded with talent at both forward positions and a return to running game should help the Nuggets pull off some wins at home.

23. Cleveland Cavaliers - So they got Shawn Kemp, but they will not every one in their starting lineup from last season. Only an inconsistent Bob Sura returns to help Kemp and that is not much.

24. Boston Celtics - The Celtics will not be the worst team this year, but they will be close unless they can shoot the ball a little better. The defense has looked good, but the offense is horrible. Look for Antoine Walker to have a break through season though.

25. Philadelphia 76ers - The Sixers have talent, but no chemistry. If Allen Iverson learns to pass the ball to his teammates those Sixers will have a chance. But if Tim Thomas and Jerry Stackhouse do not touch the ball, then the Sixers will lose a lot.

26. Vancouver Grizzlies - The Grizzlies have a good core team that will keep them from the cellar, but not far from it. Antonio Daniels will have a lot of pressure as the new point guard, but do not expect Bryant Reeves to do much to help.

27. Golden State Warriors - A change in uniform will do no good for this team. Joe Smith has yet to mature to the superstar he was expected to be. The addition of Brian Shaw, will help, but little, but this team should be getting ready for the lottery.

28. Sacramento Kings - The Kings will only go as far as Mitch Richmond wants them to. One of the best players in the league, Richmond wants out of the Sacramento and will not play very well this year.

29. Dallas Mavericks - The Mavs should be use to this by now. Not only does this team have no talent up front, but they are not bad anywhere. They have a long season for the Mavs as they spend most of it at the bottom.

Women’s Soccer

Bryant Vs. AIC

Saturday November 1st

1 PM
Athlete's Corner: Women's Volleyball, Senior Co-Captain Jennifer Carvalho
Gayle Zahnke
Assistant Sports Editor

Hometown: East Providence, Rhode Island
High School: E.P. High School
Number of Years Played Volleyball: 14
Position: Setter

Can you explain the challenges of being a setter?
It is like being the quarterback of the team and setting the momentum of the game. You have to control the defense on the other side of the net and set your own best offense based on that.

Since you "run the show" on the court, how do you handle the passers and hitters?
It is hard to get hit in their face, especially if they are having an off day and encourage them. If that doesn't work, try to scare them. As far as the hitters are considered, you try to give them a ball, they can work with, and then, once they are in a rhythm, I start setting a quicker offense with them. If they are off, they are out of the play. In order to get them back, you have to start calling the block, and that gets them mentally prepared. You earn a set or a chance to hit the ball because there are three hitters.

Have you maintained such consistent excellence over your four year career at Bryant when you have anywhere from thirty to sixty assists a match?
I don't stop demanding of myself. Sometimes I will have what I consider an off day, and other times I am so all that I am having a good day. So it is want my performance on my own standards, as my father taught me to do. At the end of every practice and game, I think I did well but know I can do better. Both the team and I benefit from it.

What will it take to get you to the NCAA tournament?
We will have to play the way we played New Haven in order to get to the NCAAAs. That was the most united I think I have ever seen us play. Everything just gelled. It just was that the best players played their best.

What was it like being in the NCAAAs during your freshman year?
It doesn't seem like it was real. It was awesome. That was the highest team achievement I have had in my entire life with volleyball. Really, nothing can touch it.

Has it been a driving force the past few years to get back, especially because of your team accomplishment four years ago?
When I came in my freshman year and we went to the NCAAAs, in my mind that was the only goal. And, it was the only thing that I was focusing on to have the performance I wanted. Each year, that was the minimum I expected from the team. Plus, I want the rest of the girls on the team who weren't there to experience it, too. I want to go out the way I came in.

What kind of discipline does it take to be a volleyball player, particularly a setter?
Mental toughness. I'm not the one on the court allowed to have a breakdown. I have to stay focused and try to keep everything as smooth as possible. Physically, I just have to play through injuries and everything like that. I have to hustle all the time, try to keep the intensity of the team, and be a leader. There is no time for me to fold on the court. I have to be as positive as possible and encourage the girls.

How big of a role does volleyball play in your life?
Sometimes I help my Dad's team as far as the setters go. I talk to them and teach them about the mentality and what has to be going on in your head during a game. I also help with his volleyball camp during the summer, since most of the campers are from my high school. It is one of those occasions when you actually get to give back, like you always want to but usually don't. It is also nice to give something back to volleyball as a sport. Volleyball is in my life.

What's your biggest challenge?
I think it is handling the pressure. It is a confidence builder and makes me feel good. It is my world; I owe to sport.

What are your personal goals for the season? I imagine you have many of these goals already this year, since you've met the 4,000 career assists honor.
I've never had personal goals when it comes to volleyball. Just play. I've never looked at stats and only know what people tell me or what the newspapers say. Actually, my grandfather calls me occasionally and lets me know how I'm doing. Usually my goals I do have are related to people on the team. I always want to instill more trust since I get every second ball. I'm going to put it in the best position I can. When it is crunch time, I want to be one on one and feel that I'm reliable. I think that they all know that I am always trying my best out there. As far as the hitters are concerned, I try so hard every time to give them the most perfect set each and every time. It is always about me and somebody else. Defensively, I try to hold my ground and get respect as a defensive player as well.

What is the most memorable part about playing volleyball?
The huddles. That is my chance to say something inspiring with those twelve girls looking at me. They look at me to motivate them, and I get pumped and think, "Here goes nothing." So what I do is try to get the team excited and make them laugh a little bit and remind them of how nasty we are so they don't forget. Then I just how like a fool and sit off on the court.

Pointless and random thoughts on the wide world of sports
By Duc Tien

Before I start into this column let me just say that I'm glad getting my sense of humor from somewhere else now because the radio station just isn't funny anymore.

And I used to look up to those guys, Game Seven, extra innings in the World Series. It just doesn't get any better than that.

Both teams played an excellent series but it was Florida's time.

More specifically, it was Jim Leyland's time to shine.
The Indians deserve credit for coming back and forcing a seventh game, but their drought looked like it will go 50 years.

With Florida's expensive payroll, it wasn't too surprising given that Van Gogh scored the winning run.

It has to feel good to see a guy like Livon Hernandez win the MVP with his mother three watching.

I do feel bad for Sandy Alomar Jr. He put up great numbers in a losing effort.

Not to mention Chad Ogea.

It just shows that because you are the best in the regular season it means nothing come playoff time.

If anyone has ever questioned the power of PR or ever thought to win a game this year they should have sat back and watched them play Buffalo.

Sure the Bills came back, but when the Broncos had to, they showed the Bills around.

Not bad for a team that got to Buffalo about four hours before game time because of the four feet of snow dumped on Colorado.

Terrell Davis has got to be the leading candidate for the MVP after carrying the Broncos with his second 200-yard game of the year while John Elway had a horrible game.

How many does Curt Martinhave?

And can he carry the Pats if Drew Bledsloedes?

I guess he can't because the Patriots lost again while playing a good team.

How can a team that has supposedly great players like Martin, Bledsoe, and Ben Coates not be able to score a touchdown.

Bull if you're a Boston Celtics fan you have lost three in a roll. Great job guys.

Oh, was that something the radio station would have said? I am sorry, let me take that back.

The DC United won the MLS soccer championship over Cinderella Colorado.

Does anyone care?

NBA basketball starts this week with so watch it while you can because this summer the players may be locked out.

But if you're a Boston Celtics fan you better hope that they learn to shoot because if not you might as well hope they got locked out.

They might not win 15 games this year.

This column has been totally written without the help of those funny people from WMIP.

So you know what I'm thinking...

Black and Gold Night is coming.

Nov. 6th

Steve Keller

Junior Steve Keller was named to the All-NEIGA First Team. He was the top Division II individual golfer in the tournament, finishing fifth overall with a 74-70-114. He is also a 1997 Northeast-10 All-Conference choice.

Congratulations Steve!
It is something we so often take for granted—the availability of a newspaper.

"You read the Call today?" "Nah, not yet." Meanwhile the man next door if frantically phoning the circulation department to complain that his paper still has not arrived.

For me the newspaper has been a daily part of my life since grade school in the late 1950's. Always two a day—the Brockton Enterprise, a local paper, and the former "Daily Record," a Boston paper. Meanwhile we watched the news at suppertime and discussed the day's news.

I sincerely want to thank the Archway Staff for giving me the chance to contribute to this paper, dealing with my often tedious, handwritten material. It means a lot to me that they find the time and patience to do it. So meanwhile, me, the janitor from the hall, sitting at lunch break in my yellow shirt can temporarily lay aside my window spray and flush mop, can pick up my pen and share my gripes with the world, or at least the Bryant community.

Remember, what is one of the first things authoritarian, underhand governments of? Almost invariably they clamp down on the press.

Yes, information is power. The tracts and pamphlets distributed in the late 1700's helped stoke the flame of the American Revolution. Likewise with the Civil War. They sometimes used to credit Harriet Beecher Stowe with starting the Civil War, when she wrote "Uncle Tom's Cabin." This feisty little woman armed only with a pen, ardently supporting the abolition movement certainly affected millions. Later in the 1800's media and press both disseminated pro labor ideas, and other factions rallied against it when the unions were formed and the struggle for the eight hour work day was in full swing. Ditto for Civil Rights, the controversy over the Vietnam War and dozens more issues.

Of course not all in the press deals with hassles and issues. My daily Boston Globe and Providence Journal have truly given me an education in a wide variety of subjects that I was never able to get otherwise because I did not go to college. My daily newspapers have the power to elate and mystify, anger and frustrate me, stimulate my curiosity, occasionally make me slam my fists with indignation with editorialists I take exception to—but no matter what they always get a reaction. The Health and Science Section, The Travel Section, touching stories of other peoples personal struggles. I think for fifty cents it is a bargain having the world brought daily into our lives by our major papers from Boston and Providence. I probably should have gone into sales for them. I know after that pitch, but it wouldn't be as much fun!

Yes, general knowledge is important. Current events, local, regional, and international are vital to us all if we are to make intelligent decisions as an electorate or even making intelligent career choices in today's job market. I feel the unfolding financial disaster in South East Asia and this weeks' collapse of the Hong Kong Stock Exchange could have far-reaching ramifications for all of us.

The Journal's recent spotlight series, "Teaching Matters," is a wake up call for all Rhode Islanders about the public schools. Not only criticisms were aired but sensible suggestions how to improve the situation. You might find the editorial pages boring but much direction for public policy is initiated and perspective formed by the editors and their colleagues in business and politics.

Moreover, being well informed is a first step to participation in the democracy of this complex society of ours.

Meet the Press
by G. Higgins

Best and Worst of the Week
by Dac Tien
Best Performers
Trevor Davis (Denver Broncos)- Put up his second 200 yard rushing game of the year.
Yancey Thigpen (Pitchehrg Steelers)- He is now up the record books.
Warren Moon (Seattle Seahawks)- Throw for over 400 yards and five TD's as he old man beat the Raiders.
Joey Galloway (Seahawks)- Caught seven passes including three scores for the old man Moon.
Steve McNair (Timbawas-Oilers)- Emerging star threw for two scores and ran for two as well.
Livan Hernandez (Florida Marlins)- Picked the Marlins to the World Championship.
Terry Glenn (New England Patriots)- He came to play but not one else from New England did.
Benjamin Faxon (Green Bay Packers)- Faxon came to play throwing three TD's and leading his team on three long drives.
Green Bay defense (Football)- Much maligned this year, the Packer defense stepped up and stop the Pats from scoring.
Chad Ogea (Cleveland Indians)- Give the Indians a shot with his arm and his bat.
Sandy Alomar (Cleveland Indians)- Put up MVP caliber numbers in doubt.
Terrence Humes (Anahuac #1 Great Ducks)- Is doing pretty well without Paul by his side.
Wayne Gretzky (New York Rangers)- He now has more assists than anyone has points, but the Rangers still can't win. Just tie.
Florida Marlins (Baseball)- What other reason could it be?
Worst Performers
Joe Thornton (Boston Bruins)- I think it is time for the rookie to go down to the minors.
Tony Fernandez (New England Patriots)- He might as well have his things sent to him because he is not coming back to Cleveland.
New Orleans Saints (Football)- Got shredded for two straight weeks. That is bad.
Todd Collins (Buffalo Bills)- This guy is not a quarterback; he's more like a doorman or bellhop.
John Elway (Denver Broncos)- Played horrible, but at least Davis picked up the slack.
Drew Bledsoe (New England Patriots)- Must have been colorblind Monday because he kept throwing the ball to the wrong man.
Indianapolis Colts (Football)- They might be here for a long time.
Dallas Cowboys (Football)- When did staying away from the end zone become the fashionable thing to do.
Chicago Bears (Football)- Same as the Colts so sit back and watch the losses pile on.

Miramax Home Entertainment Contest
Trivia Questions
November
SHADES OF FEAR
1. Jonathan Pryce stars in this film. Name the recent film in which he starred opposite Madonna.
2. Vanessa Redgrave stars in this film. Name the recent film she starred in opposite Tom Cruise.

HYMNE AND REASON
1. This film features many rap stars, two of which was recently killed. Name one.
2. Ice-T, who appears in the film, is now starring in a new NBC-TV action series. Name the series.

CHASING AMY
1. Kevin Smith, the director of this film, is well known for his first film. Name it.
2. Is the title character name Amy?